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(57) ABSTRACT 

An integrated power amplifier can include a carrier amplifier, 
where the carrier amplifier is connected to a first quarter wave 
transformer at the input of the carrier amplifier. In addition, 
the power amplifier can further include at least one peaking 
amplifier connected in parallel with the carrier amplifier; a 
first differential combining structure, where the first combin
ing structure includes a first plurality of quarter wave trans
formers that are configured to combine respective first differ
ential outputs of the carrier amplifier in phase to generate a 
first single-ended output signal, and a second differential 
combining structure, where the second combining structures 
includes a second plurality of quarter wave transformers that 
are configured to combine respective second differential out
puts of the at least one peaking amplifier in phase to generate 
a second single-ended output signal, where the first single
ended output signal and the second single-ended output sig
nal are combinable in-phase to provide an overall output. 
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INTEGRATED POWER AMPLIFIERS FOR 
USE IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION 

DEVICES 

RELATED APPLICATION 

The present application claims priority to U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 61/122,275, filed on Dec. 12, 2008, and 
entitled "INTEGRATED POWER AMPLIFIERS FOR USE 
IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICES." The fore
going application is hereby incorporated by reference in its 
entirety as if fully set forth herein. 

FIELD OF INVENTION 

Embodiments of the invention relate generally to power 
amplification circuits, and more particularly, to integrated 
power amplifiers for use in wireless communication devices 
such as mobile devices. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Power amplifiers in mobile handsets are typically stand
alone structures due to the difficulty in simultaneously 
achieving high power, high efficiency, and high linearity in 
the low-cost CMOS processes (or structures) used for the rest 
of the communications circuitry. Since power amplifiers are a 
significant drain on battery power in a mobile handset, the 
efficiency of a power amplifier should be maximized in the 
circuitry at a variety of power levels necessary for typical 
operation. However, in general, single path power amplifiers 
trade off linearity for increased efficiency, and are considered 
efficient only at peak output levels. In contrast, a Doherty 
amplifier configuration (also referred to herein as simply the 
"Doherty amplifier") allows for increased efficiency at levels 
lower than maximum output power by dynamically changing 
the load seen by part of the amplifier. 

The Doherty amplifier includes a primary (carrier) ampli
fier that is placed in parallel with an auxiliary (peaking) 
amplifier or amplifiers. In the operation of a Doherty ampli
fier, the modulated load forces the carrier amplifier to reach its 
maximum voltage swing sooner, resulting in greater effi
ciency. The peaking amplifier is gradually turned on as input 
levels to the Doherty amplifier rise. A quarter wave trans
former at the output of the primary path prevents the voltage 
swing of the carrier amplifier from becoming too large. Thus, 
efficiency is maintained without sacrificing linearity. 

2 
thus preventing the carrier amplifier from reaching a maximal 
voltage swing. Therefore, the concept of adaptive bias is an 
attractive way to improve linearity without sacrificing current 
consumption or efficiency at output power levels less than 
maximum, such levels are generally referred to as back-off 
levels. 

Heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs) dominate the 
power amplifier market. A self-biasing effect in bipolar junc
tion transistors reduces the input impedance of a device as 

10 input power increases due to temperature effects. As set forth 
in Doherty Linear Power Amplifiers for Mobile Handset 
Applications, Kim et al., IEEE Proceedings of Asia-Pacific 
Microwave Conference 2006, one advantage of this imped
ance change is the possibility to employ dynamically uneven 

15 power drive. In this topology, illustrated in FIG. 2, the bulky 
power splitter 105 of the common Doherty amplifier configu
ration shown in FIG. 1 is removed from the design and 
replaced by additional (at or about) ("substantially") 90 
degree lines along each path to take advantage ofthis effect, 

20 pushing more current to the more efficient peaking amplifier 
as input power increases. The opposite effect has been shown 
to occur in CMOS transistors, although the desired effect can 
be mimicked with a gradually increasing bias, at the expense 
of efficiency.As shown in FIG. 2, the carrier amplifier201 and 

25 peaking amplifier 202 are now preceded by a quarter wave 
transformer 204 and a half wave transformer 205, respec
tively. Moreover, as shown in FIG. 2, a quarter wave trans
former 203 follows the carrier amplifier as in FIG. 1. 

Although uneven power drive appears attractive in terms of 
30 efficiency, layout area is not significantly reduced at cellular 

frequencies since transmission lines are not feasible, and 
therefore lumped element equivalents must be used. In gen
eral, a collection of passive components creating, for 
instance, a quarter wave transformer is called a lumped ele-

35 ment equivalent circuit. Furthermore, in CMOS processes (or 
structures), linearity complications arise making it unattrac
tive to implement dynamically uneven power drive as the 
desired efficiency gains must be sacrificed. Another compli
cation in CMOS is low breakdown voltage compared to domi-

40 nant power amplifier technologies. This deficiency leads to 
several topological choices, particularly a differential cas
cade structure. Typically the output and input baluns neces
sary for differential operation are large on-chip structures. In 
addition to the two lumped element quarter wave transform-

45 ers necessary for Doherty amplifier operation, the area of 
these structures makes the topology highly inefficient with 
respect to layout area. What is needed is a way to reduce 
layout area space consumed with minimal sacrificing to per
formance. 

FIG. 1 illustrates a common configuration for a Doherty 
amplifier that includes a carrier amplifier 101 and a peaking 
amplifier 102 in parallel. As shown in FIG.1, a power splitter 50 

105 divides the power evenly between each path while a 
quarter wave transformer 103 is used to assist in modulating 
the carrier amplifier 101 load impedance. To equalize the path 
delay an additional quarter wave transformer 104 is placed 
before the peaking amplifier 102. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Example embodiments of the invention may include quar
ter wave transformers at the inputs of a carrier amplifier to 

55 achieve uneven power operation, but the peaking amplifier 
path transformer elements may be provided at the output side. 
This example configuration leverages the lower characteristic 
impedance necessary to the output side in order to reduce the 

The gradual "turning on" of the peaking amplifier in a 
Doherty amplifier configuration is generally achieved by 
biasing transistors so that they operate below a threshold 
voltage level in order for appreciable current to flow, a bias 
point referred to as Class C. A Class C amplifier contributes a 60 

great deal of non-linearity due to its reduced conduction 
angle. In a typically non-linear process (or structure) such as 
CMOS, such non-linear operation of the amplifier(s) is unac
ceptable due to stringent linearity and power requirements in 
modern wireless communication standards. Moreover, a 65 

higher bias point reduces the efficiency of the Doherty ampli
fier by modulating the load at too low of an input power and 

amount of chip layout area consumed. Moreover, according 
to example embodiments of the invention, the output side 
balun and one quarter wave transformer may be combined 
into one structure that includes two quarter wave transformers 
mutually at or about ("substantially") 180 degrees out of 
phase, further shrinking the design and reducing the layout 
area needed. This is possible with lumped element quarter 
wave transformers which can achieve negative and positive 
(at or about) ("substantially") 90 degree phase shifts depen-
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dant on component placement. The configuration used in 
example embodiments of the invention may result in a com
pact linear amplifier in a CMOS process with improved effi
ciency in the back-off region and low quiescent current con
sumption. 

4 

According to an example embodiment of the invention, 
there is a power amplifier system. The system may include a 
carrier amplifier, where the carrier amplifier is connected to a 
first quarter wave transformer at the input of the carrier ampli
fier; at least one peaking amplifier connected in parallel with 
the carrier amplifier; a first differential combining structure, 
where the first differential combining structure includes a first 
plurality of quarter wave transformers that are configured to 
combine respective first differential outputs of the carrier 
amplifier in phase to generate a first single-ended output 15 

signal; a second differential combining structure, where the 
second differential combining structures includes a second 
plurality of quarter wave transformers that are configured to 
combine respective second differential outputs of the at least 
one peaking amplifier in phase to generate a second single- 20 

ended output signal, where the second plurality of quarter 
wave transformers are arranged to provide an equivalent 
cumulative delay and phase shift provided by the first quarter 
wave transformer and the first plurality of quarter wave trans
formers such that the first single-ended output signal and the 25 

second single-ended output signal are combinable in-phase to 
provide an overall output. 

amplifier is configured to receive a second input signal and 
generate second differential outputs, where the first input 
signal and the second input signal are derived at least in part 
from a same overall single-ended input signal, where the 
second differential outputs are processed by a second plural
ity of second quarter wave transformers and a second mis
match compensation block to generate a second signal-ended 
output signal, where the first plurality of first quarter wave 
transformers is configured relative to the second plurality of 

10 second quarter wave transformers such that the first single
ended output signal and the second single-ended output sig
nal are combinable in-phase to generate an overall single
ended output signal. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Having thus described the invention in general terms, ref
erence will now be made to the accompanying drawings, 
which are not necessarily drawn to scale, and wherein: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of a common configura
tion for a Doherty amplifier. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a dynamically uneven Doherty linear 
power amplifier. 

FIG. 3 illustrates an example block diagram of an inte
grated power amplifier system, according to an example 
embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 4 illustrates an example circuit diagram of a negative 
shift quarter wave transformer in accordance with an example 

30 embodiment of the invention. 

According to another example embodiment of the inven
tion, there is another power amplifier system. The system may 
include a single carrier amplifier, where the single carrier 
amplifier is connected to an input quarter wave transformer at 
the input of a carrier amplifier; at least one peaking amplifier 
connected in parallel with the single carrier amplifier; a first 
differential combining structure, where the first differential 
combining structure includes a second quarter wave trans
former and a third quarter wave transformer that are each 
respectively connected at one end to respective first differen
tial outputs of the carrier amplifier and at another end to each 
other to form a first single-ended output, where the second 
and third quarter wave transformers operate substantially 180 40 

degrees out of phase with respect to each other; and a second 
differential combining structure, where the second differen
tial combining structure includes a first path that includes two 
output quarter wave transformers connected in series, and a 
second path that includes two output quarter wave transform- 45 

ers connected in series, wherein a first one of the two quarter 
wave transformers in both the first and second paths operate 
substantially 180 degrees out of phase with respect to each 
other, where a second one of the two output quarter wave 
transformers in both the first and second paths are phase- 50 

equivalent to the input quarter wave transformer, where a 
respective one of second differential outputs of the at least one 
peaking amplifier are provided as inputs to the respective first 
and second paths, wherein outputs from the first and second 
path are combined to generate the second single-ended signal, 55 

where the first and second single-ended signals are combin
able in-phase to generate an overall output signal. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example circuit diagram of a positive 
shift quarter wave transformer in accordance with an example 
embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a component level schematic of an inte-
35 grated power amplifier system, according to an example 

embodiment of the invention. 

According to yet another example embodiment of the 
invention, there is another power amplifier system. The sys
tem may include a carrier amplifier, where the carrier ampli- 60 

fier is configured to receive a first input signal and generate 
first differential outputs, wherein the first differential outputs 
are processed by a first plurality of first quarter wave trans
formers and a first mismatch compensation block to generate 
a first single-ended output signal. The system may also 65 

include at least one peaking amplifier arranged in parallel 
with the carrier amplifier, where the at least one peaking 

FIG. 7 illustrates an alternative component level schematic 
of an integrated power amplifier system, wherein additional 
components are added to compensate for notches in the band 
of operation due to component mismatch, according to an 
example embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 8 illustrates a side-by-side comparison of a conven
tional carrier path output structure in a 2 GHz implementation 
and an example carrier path output structure in a 2 GHz 
implementation in accordance with an example embodiment 
of the invention. 

FIG. 9 illustrates a side-by-side layout comparison of a 
conventional peaking path output structures in a 2 GHz 
implementation and a peaking path output structures in a 2 
GHz implementation in accordance with an example embodi
ment of the invention. 

FIG.10 illustrates an example layout for a power splitter at 
2 GHz containing the basic structures necessary for one 
example implementation of a Wilkinson power divider in an 
example embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Embodiments of the invention now will be described more 
fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying draw
ings, in which some, but not all embodiments of the invention 
are shown. Indeed, these inventions may be embodied in 
many different forms and should not be construed as limited 
to the embodiments set forth herein; rather, these embodi
ments are provided so that this disclosure will satisfy appli
cable legal requirements. Like numbers refer to like elements 
throughout. 
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Example embodiments of the invention may be directed to 
an integrated power amplification circuit for a mobile device 
(e.g., a mobile phone, radio, pager, laptop computer, hand
held computer, personal digital assistant device, and the like) 
with improved efficiency and linearity properties while hav
ing minimal impact on circuit size and/or a reduction in 
integrated layout area consumed. In an example embodiment 
of the invention, an integrated power amplifier designed for 
cellular band frequencies in a standard CMOS process 
reduces and/or minimizes the layout area necessary to 10 

employ a two-stage Doherty amplifier with dynamically 
uneven power drive, while providing for differential combin
ing and adaptively biased transistors. Example embodiments 
of the invention described herein utilize the properties of 
lumped element quarter wave transformers to accomplish the 15 

improved power amplification circuit, which may be pro
vided by a collection of passive components. 

In an example embodiment of the invention, through a 
particular placement of complementary lumped element 
structures, an example Doherty power amplifier configura- 20 

ti on may be provided in a compact structure that achieves one 

6 
wave transformer 304 while a second differential output of 
the carrier amplifier 302 may be received by a first end of the 
negative shift quarter wave transformer 305. The positive 
shift quarter wave transformer 304 may be paired with a 
negative shift quarter wave transformer 305, which may have 
equivalent delays, in order to simultaneously load modulate 
and combine the carrier amplifier 301 differential outputs. 
The outputs of the transformers 304 and 305 may be com-
bined in-phase to provide a single-ended output signal of the 
first differential combining structure. To do so, the second 
ends of transformers 304 and 305 may be tied or connected 
together. It will be appreciated that positive shift quarter wave 
transformer 304 and negative shift quarter wave transformer 
305 may be operative at or about 180 degrees out of phase 
with respect to each other. Indeed, this results from positive 
shift quarter wave transformer 304 providing a positive (at or 
about) 90 degree phase shift while negative shift quarter wave 
transformer 305 provides a negative (at or about) 90 degree 
phase shift. Likewise, transformers 304 and 305 may provide 
equivalent delays so that the outputs of transformers 304 and 
305 may be combined in-phase to provide a single-ended 
output signal of the first differential combining structure. 

Similarly, the peaking amplifier 302 differential outputs 
may be provided to a second differential combining structure. 
The second differential combining structure may comprise a 
positive shift quarter wave transformer 306 and a negative 
shift quarter wave transformer 308 along a first path and 
negative shift quarter wave transformers 307, 309 along a 

or more of the following: reduced current consumption at 
reduced transmit power levels, increased efficiency at typical 
transmit power levels, and improved linearity properties at 
maximal transmit power levels. Additionally, the overall cost 25 

of the power amplifier may be reduced by providing a com
pact solution with additional savings also possible if manu
factured in a process where further integration with mobile 
device circuitry is provided, according to an example embodi
ment of the invention. 

According to an example embodiment of the invention, 
there may be a power amplifier system that includes a single 
carrier amplifier, where the single carrier amplifier is con
nected to a quarter wave transformer at the input of a carrier 
amplifier, and at least one peaking amplifier connected in 35 

parallel with the single carrier amplifier. The power amplifier 
system includes a first differential combining structure, 
where the first differential combining structure includes two 
lumped element quarter wave transformers mutually at or 
about ("substantially") 180 degrees out of phase separately 40 

connected at one end to differential outputs of the carrier 
amplifier and at the other end to each other to form a single 
ended output. The power amplifier system further includes a 
second differential combining structure, where the second 
differential combining structure includes two lumped ele- 45 

ment quarter wave transformers mutually at or about ("sub
stantially") 180 degrees out of phase separately connected at 
one end to the differential outputs of a peaking amplifier and 

30 second path. In particular, a first differential output of the 
peaking amplifier 302 may be received by a first end of the 
positive shift quarter wave transformer 306, which is con
nected at a second end in series with a first end of the negative 

at the other end to two separate, yet phase-equivalent, lumped 
element quarter wave transformers. The two phase-equiva- 50 

lent lumped element quarter wave transformers are subse
quently connected to each other and connected to the single 
ended output. 

FIG. 3 illustrates an example block diagram of an inte
grated power amplifier system 300, according to an example 55 

embodiment of the invention. The example system 300 of 
FIG. 3 may include a differential carrier amplifier 3 01 and one 
or more differential peaking amplifiers 3 02 that are connected 

shift quarter wave transformer 308. A second differential 
output of the peaking amplifier 302 may be received by a first 
end of the negative shift quarter wave transformer 307, which 
is connected at a second end in series with a first end the 
negative shift quarter wave transformer 309. The positive 
shift quarter wave transformer 306 may be paired with a 
negative shift quarter wave transformer 307, which may both 
have equivalent delays, in order to simultaneously combine 
the peaking differential outputs. In addition, two negative 
shift quarter wave transformers 308 and 309, which both have 
equivalent delays, may be connected at respective first end to 
the respective second end ofrespective transformers 306 and 
3 07 to equalize the path delay and phase shift (of transformers 
303, 304, 305 utilized with carrier amplifier 301). 

The outputs of the transformers 308 (of the first path) and 
309 (of the second path) may be combined in-phase to pro
vide a single-ended output signal of the second differential 
combining structure. To do so, the second ends of the trans-
formers 308 and 309 tied or connected together. In another 
example embodiment of the invention, quarter wave trans
formers 306 and 307 can be switched in position with respec
tive quarter wave transformers 308 and 309. Other example 
embodiments of the invention may include the use of positive 
shift transformers for negative shift quarter wave transform
ers 303, 308, and 309 without departing from example 
embodiments of the invention. Other example embodiments in parallel. A negative shift quarter wave transformer 3 03 may 

precede an input(s) of the carrier amplifier 301. 60 of the invention may include alterations of transformers 308 
and 309, where the two structures are combined into one 
negative shift structure, not necessarily limited in composi
tion to passive components, for which the phase shift may be 

The carrier amplifier 301 differential outputs may be pro
vided to a first differential combining structure. The first 
differential combining structure may comprise a positive shift 
quarter wave transformer 3 04 along a first path and a negative 
shift quarter wave transformer 305 along a second path. In 65 

particular, a first differential output of the carrier amplifier 
301 may be received by a first end of the positive shift quarter 

substantially greater or less than 90 degrees in order to com
pensate for a variety of number of performance issues, includ
ing, but not limited to, phase imbalance with the carrier path 
and output power leakage into the peaking path 
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It will be appreciated that positive shift quarter wave trans
former 306 and negative shift quarter wave transformer 307 
may be at or about ("substantially") 180 degrees out of phase 
with respect to each other. Indeed, this results from positive 
shift quarter wave transformer 306 providing a positive (at or 
about) 90 degree phase shift while negative shift quarter wave 
transformer 307 provides a negative (at or about) 90 degree 
phase shift. On the other hand, negative shift quarter wave 
transformers 308, 309 may be phase-equivalent since both 
transformers 308, 309 may provide respective negative 90 
degree phase shifts. Likewise, delays provided by transform
ers 306, 308 along the first path may be equivalent to the 
delays provided by transformers 307, 309 may be so that the 
outputs of transformers 304 and 305 may be combined in
phase to provide a single-ended output signal of the second 
differential combining structure. 

It will be appreciated that the cumulative delays and phase 
shifts provided by the second differential combining structure 
may be the same as the delays and phase shifts provided by 
transformer 303 in combination with the first differential 
combining structure. Thus, the single-ended output signal of 
the first differential combining structure may be combinable 
in-phase with the single-ended output signal of the second 
differential combining structure to provide an overall single
ended output signal OUT, which may be an amplified version 
of the overall input single-ended input signal IN. 

It will be appreciated that many example variations of FIG. 
3 are available according to example embodiments of the 
invention. According to an example variation, input trans
former 303 may be a positive shift quarter wave transformer. 
In this case, output transformers 308, 309, which may be 
utilized to equalize the phase shift and delay provided by 
input transformer 303 may likewise be positive shift quarter 
wave transformers. Likewise, as discussed earlier, since 
transformers 306, 308 are connected in series, their positions 
may be swapped without departing from example embodi
ments of the invention. Similarly, since transformers 307, 309 
are also connected in series, their positions may be swapped 
without departing from example embodiments of the inven
tion. In an example embodiment of the invention, the use of 
shunt inductors in the negative shift configuration may be 
preferable to leverage the inductance of bonding wires to 
reduce the layout area of the power amplifier chip by reducing 
the amount of inductance that must be provided on the chip. 
In another alternative variation, the input transformer 303 
may be omitted and any shift or impedance transformation 
may simply be provided in combination by one or more other 
components (e.g., baluns, matching networks, amplifiers 
301/302) at the input. In such an example embodiment, the 
first and second differential combining structure may be con
figured relative to each other such that the first single-ended 
output signal and the second single-ended output signal are 
combinable in-phaseto generate the overall single-ended out
put signal OUT that may be an amplified version of the overall 
input single-ended input signal IN. 

8 
end connected between capacitors 402 and 406 and a second 
end connected to ground. FIG. 5 illustrates an example circuit 
diagram of a positive shift quarter wave transformer in accor
dance with an example embodiment of the invention. As 
shown in FIG. 5, the positive shift quarter wave transformer 
may comprise capacitors 502, 506 and inductor 504 in a Pi 
configuration. A first end of the inductor 504 may be con
nected to capacitor 502 while a second end of the inductor 504 
may be connected to capacitor 504. The remaining ends of 

10 capacitors 502, 506 may be connected to ground. 
FIG. 6 shows an example component level schematic of an 

example embodiment of the invention. As shown in the 
example embodiment of FIG. 6, there is a primary amplifica
tion block 601, which may be representative of a carrier 

15 amplifier. Likewise, there is at least one auxiliary amplifica
tion block 602, which may be representative of a peaking 
amplifier. The primary amplification block 601 and auxiliary 
amplification block 602 may comprise differential cascade 
CMOS transistors, according to an example embodiment of 

20 the invention. 
As shown in FIG. 6, a single-ended input signal IN (e.g., an 

RF input signal) may be provided along a first signal path 
toward the inputs of primary amplification block 601, and 
along a second signal path toward the inputs of the auxiliary 

25 amplification block 602. In the first signal path, a negative 
shift lumped element quarter wave transformer block 603 
may precede the inputs of the primary amplification circuitry 
601. The phase-shifted single-ended signal may be provided 
from block 603 to the input balun block 605. The input balun 

30 block 605 may be operative to convert a single-ended signal 
to differential signals. More specifically, the input balun 
block 605 may include a primary winding and a second wind
ing, and optionally one or more additional components (e.g., 
resistors, capacitors, inductors, etc.) for power matching. A 

35 first end of the primary winding may receive, as an input, the 
phase-shifted single-ended signal from block 603, and the 
second end of the primary winding may be connected to 
ground. The secondary winding may be inductively coupled 
to the primary winding, and both ends of the secondary wind-

40 ing may serve as outputs for the generated differential signals, 
which are received by the primary amplification block 601. 
Where primary amplification block 601 includes transistors 
such as field-effect transistors (FET) having respective gates, 
sources, and drains, the ends of the secondary winding may be 

45 connected to respective gates of respective FETs. 
Alternatively, if bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) (or 

other heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs )) having 
respective bases, emitters, and collectors are utilized instead 
of FETs, then the ends of the secondary winding may be 

50 connected to respective bases of respective BJTs. It will be 
appreciated that the center tap port of the secondary winding, 
which is typically at a virtual ground, can also be connected to 
a voltage source for biasing the gates (or bases). Additional 
gate (or base) biasing may be provided by block 607, which 

55 may include a voltage source and a biasing resistor. It will be 
appreciated that various adaptive biasing methods are avail
able for biasing the gate (or base), as similarly described in 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/620,462, filed on Nov. 17, 
2009, and entitled "SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR AN 

FIGS. 4 and 5 show two examples of single inductor 
lumped element equivalent circuits, according to an example 
embodiment of the invention. Both of the lumped element 
equivalent circuits shown in FIGS. 4 and 5 are a collection of 
passive components creating quarter wave transformers. 
More specifically, FIG. 4 illustrates an example circuit dia
gram of a negative shift quarter wave transformer in accor
dance with an example embodiment of the invention. As 
shown in FIG. 4, the negative shift quarter wave transformer 
may comprise capacitors 402, 406 and inductor 404 in a T 65 

configuration. The capacitors 402 and 406 may be connected 

60 ADAPTIVE BIAS CIRCUIT FOR A DIFFERENTIAL 
POWER AMPLIFIER", which is hereby incorporated by ref
erence. The adaptive biasing can be used to minimize quies
cent current at low power levels while simultaneously 
decreasing the equivalent input resistance of the amplifier 
(i.e., amplification block 601). Drain (or collector) biasing 
and output matching for the primary amplification block 601, 
if needed, may be accomplished through matching block 609, in series to each other, and the inductor 404 may have a first 
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which may include the illustrated combination of inductors 
and capacitors, along with a voltage source. The drain (or 
collector) biasing and the output matching for the primary 
amplification block 601 may be designed to optimize back
off efficiency. 

10 

The differential outputs of the primary amplification block 
601 may be provided to a first differential combining struc
ture that comprises quarter wave transformers 611, 613, 
which provides the appropriate positive or negative quarter 
wave phase shifting and delay as described herein. More 
specifically, a first differential output of the primary amplifi
cation block 601 is provided to positive shift lumped element 
equivalent quarter wave transformer 611 while a second dif
ferential output of the primary amplification block is pro
vided to negative shift lumped element equivalent quarter 15 

wave transformer 613. The outputs of quarter wave trans
formers 611, 613 may be combined or summed to generate a 
single-ended first output signal for the first differential com
bining structure. 

herein. More specifically, a first differential output of the 
auxiliary amplification block 602 is provided to a positive 
shift lumped element equivalent quarter wave transformer 
610, which is connected in series to a negative shift lumped 
element equivalent quarter wave transformer 614. On the 
other hand, a second differential output of the auxiliary 
amplification block 602 is provided to a negative shift lumped 
element equivalent quarter wave transformer 612, which 
itself is connected in series to another negative shift lumped 

10 element equivalent quarter wave transformer 616. The out
puts of quarter wave transformers 614, 616 may be combined 
or summed to generate a single-ended second output signal 
for the second differential combining structure. 

As described above, the single-ended input signal IN may 
also be provided along a second signal path toward the inputs 
of the auxiliary amplification block 602. Along this second 
signal path, the single-ended input signal IN may be received 
by the input balun block 604. The input balun block 604 may 

The respective single-end output signals generated by the 
respective first and second differential combining structure 
may then be combined or summed to generate the overall 
single-ended output signal OUT 615. In an example embodi
ment of the invention, additional matching may be utilized at 

20 the output 615, and the input IN may be matched to the 
previous amplification stage. Additionally, an input side 
matching components or scheme incorporated into input 
balun block 604, 605 (and dependent on the impedance of 
input IN) may be designed to divide power between each 

25 amplifier (primary/auxiliary amplification sections 601, 602 
path in inverse proportion to the dynamically changing 
equivalent resistances seen at each path input). Such an input 
side matching scheme may provide an ideal match when the 
input power reaches a level corresponding to the maximum 

be operative to convert a single-ended signal to differential 
signals. More specifically, the input balun block 604 may 
include a primary winding and a second winding, and option
ally one or more additional components (e.g., resistors, 
capacitors, inductors, etc.) for power matching. A first end of 
the primary winding may receive, as an input, the single
ended input signal IN, and the second end of the primary 
winding may be connected to ground. The secondary winding 
may be inductively coupled to the primary winding, and both 
ends of the secondary winding may serve as outputs for the 
generated differential signals, which are received by the aux- 35 

iliary amplification block 602. Where the auxiliary amplifi
cation block 602 includes transistors such as field-effect tran
sistors (FET) having respective gates, sources, and drains, the 
ends of the secondary winding may be connected to respec
tive gates of respective FE Ts. Alternatively, if bipolar junc
tion transistors (BJTs) having respective bases, emitters, and 
collectors are utilized instead of FETs, then the ends of the 
secondary winding may be connected to respective bases of 
respective BJT s. It will be appreciated that the center tap port 

30 linear output of the amplifier, according to an example 
embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 7 illustrates an example variation of the schematic of 
FIG. 6 in accordance with an example embodiment of the 
invention. As shown in FIGS. 6 and 7, components 601-613 
may remain the same. However, quarter wave transformers 
614, 616 in FIG. 6 may be replaced by a single quarter wave 
transformer 716, which may compensate for any phase offset 
of the input quarter wave transformer 603. In addition, mis-

40 match compensation blocks 714, 715 may provided at the 
outputs of the quarter wave transformers 611/613 and 610/ 
612, respectively, to eliminate one or more notches that may 
be inherently in the band of operation due to any component 
mismatch in the quarter wave lumped element equivalents. 

Still referring to FIG. 7, mismatch compensation block 715 
may include a capacitor Cl connected to quarter wave trans
former 611 and a capacitor C2 connected to the quarter wave 
transformer 613. The opposite ends of capacitors Cl, C2 may 
be commonly connected to a first end of the inductor Ll, and 

of the secondary winding, which is typically at a virtual 45 

ground, can also be connected to a voltage source for biasing 
the gates (or bases). Additional gate (or base) biasing may be 
provided by block 606, which may include a voltage source 
and a biasing resistor. It will be appreciated that various 
adaptive biasing methods are available for biasing the gate (or 
base), as similarly described herein. The adaptive biasing can 

50 a second end of the inductor Ll may provide a first single
ended signal that contributes to the overall single-ended out
put signal OUT 717. Similarly, the compensation block 714 
may include a capacitor C3 connected to quarter wave trans
former 610 and a capacitor C4 connected to quarter wave 

be used to minimize quiescent current at low power levels 
while simultaneously decreasing the equivalent input resis
tance of the amplifier (i.e., amplification block 602). Drain (or 
collector) biasing and output matching for the auxiliary 
amplification block 602 may be accomplished, if needed, 
through matching block 608, which may include the illus
trated combination of inductors and capacitors, along with a 
voltage source. The drain (or collector) biasing and output 
matching for the auxiliary amplification block 602 may be 
designed to minimize leakage from the carrier amplifier into 
the output of the peaking amplifier or amplifiers. 

The differential outputs of the auxiliary amplification 
block 602 may be provided to a second differential combining 
structure that comprises quarter wave transformers 610, 612, 
614, and 616, which provide the appropriate positive or nega
tive quarter wave phase shifting and delay as described 

55 transformer 612. The opposite ends of capacitors C3, C4 may 
be commonly connected to a first end of the inductor L2, and 
a second end of the inductor L2 may provide a second single
ended signal to an input of the single quarter wave trans
former 716. The output of the quarter wave transformer 716 

60 may provide a second single-ended signal that contributes to 
the overall single-ended output signal OUT 717. Indeed, the 
overall single-ended output signal OUT 717 is obtained by 
connecting the outputs of the compensation block 715 (pro
viding the first single-ended signal) and the quarter wave 

65 transformer 716 (providing the second single-ended signal). 
It will be appreciated that the components of compensation 
blocks 714 and 715 may be selected such that in combination 
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there is no effect to the 90 degree phase shift or impedance 
transformation created by the prior quarter wave transform
ers. 

It will also be appreciated that many variations of FIG. 6 or 
7 are available without departing from example embodiments 
of the invention. As an example, another variation may 
include the elimination of input quarter wave transformer 
603. Instead, the quarter wave phase shift or impedance trans
formation may instead be provided by input balun block 605 
and/or the primary amplification block 601, either alone or in 10 

combination with input balun block 604 and the auxiliary 
amplification block 602. 

It may be difficult to quantify the layout savings across all 
embodiments of the invention as structure size varies with 
performance and frequency, but for illustrative purposes the 15 

trade-offs between conventional structures and structures of 
example embodiments of the invention are illustrated in 
FIGS. 8 and 9. Thus, the general nature of layout savings 
possible by example embodiments of the invention is illus
trated in FIGS. 8 and 9. 20 

FIG. 8 illustrates a side-by-side comparison of a conven
tional carrier path output structure 701ina2 GHz implemen
tation and an example carrier path output structure 802 in a 2 
GHz implementation in accordance with an example embodi
ment of the invention. As shown in FIG. 8, the conventional 25 

structure 801 based upon the current state of the art in a 
CMOS process is shown to be larger than the new structure 
802, which may be implemented at least in part in accordance 
with an example embodiment of the invention. In accordance 
with an example embodiment of the invention, the structure in 30 

802 may be equivalent to blocks 611 and 613 of FIG. 6 
combined, or likewise equivalent to blocks 610 and 612 com
bined, as the latter pair may be substantially the same in 
structure as the former pair. For example, FIG. 8 illustrates a 
positive shift quarter wave transformer 811, which may be 35 

equivalent to block 611, that includes capacitors Cl, C2 and 
inductor Ll. Likewise, FIG. 8 also illustrates a negative shift 
quarter wave transformer 813, which may be equivalent to 
block 613, having capacitors C3, C4 and inductor L2. 

12 
divider. FIG. 10 is provided to show the area saved in various 
embodiments of the invention through the elimination of the 
power splitter. Additional structures are not compared herein, 
as they would be substantially similar and hence consume 
substantially the same area. 

Many modifications and other embodiments of the inven
tions set forth herein will come to mind to one skilled in the art 
to which these inventions pertain having the benefit of the 
teachings presented in the foregoing descriptions and the 
associated drawings. Therefore, it is to be understood that the 
inventions are not to be limited to the specific embodiments 
disclosed and that modifications and other embodiments are 
intended to be included within the scope of the appended 
claims.Although specific terms are employed herein, they are 
used in a generic and descriptive sense only and not for 
purposes of limitation. 

That which is claimed: 
1. A power amplifier system, comprising: 
a carrier amplifier, wherein the carrier amplifier is con

nected to a first quarter wave transformer at the input of 
the carrier amplifier; 

at least one peaking amplifier connected in parallel with the 
carrier amplifier; 

a first differential combining structure, wherein the first 
differential combining structure includes a first plurality 
of quarter wave transformers that are configured to com
bine respective first differential outputs of the carrier 
amplifier in phase to generate a first single-ended output 
signal; and 

a second differential combining structure, wherein the sec
ond differential combining structure includes a second 
plurality of quarter wave transformers that are config
ured to combine respective second differential outputs 
of the at least one peaking amplifier in phase to generate 
a second single-ended output signal, 

wherein the second plurality of quarter wave transformers 
are arranged to provide an equivalent cumulative delay 
and phase shift provided by the first quarter wave trans
former and the first plurality of quarter wave transform
ers such that the first single-ended output signal and the 
second single-ended output signal are combinable in-
phase to provide an overall output. 

2. The power amplifier system of claim 1, wherein the first 
plurality of second quarter wave transformers comprises a 

FIG. 9 illustrates a side-by-side layout comparison of a 40 

conventional peaking path output structure 901 in a 2 GHz 
implementation and an example peaking path output struc
ture 902 in a 2 GHz implementation in accordance with an 
example embodiment of the invention. As shown in FIG. 9, 
the conventional structure 901 based upon current state of the 
art in a CMOS process is shown to be smaller than the new 
example structure 902, which is at least part of an example 
embodiment of the invention. In accordance with an example 
embodiment of the invention, the structure in 802 may be 
equivalent to FIG. 6, blocks 610, 612, 614, and 616, com
bined. For example, FIG. 9 illustrates a positive shift quarter 
wave transformer 910, which may be equivalent to block 610, 
that includes capacitors Cl, C2 and inductor Ll. In addition, 
negative shift quarter wave transformer 912, which includes 
capacitors C3, C4 and inductor L2, may be equivalent to 
block 612. Negative shift quarter wave transformer 914, 
which includes capacitors CS, C6 and inductor L3, may be 
equivalent to block 614. Likewise, negative shift quarter wave 
transformer 816, which includes capacitors C7, CS, may be 
equivalent to block 616. It will be appreciated that although 60 

the structure 902 may consume more area than the conven
tional structure in 901, the structure 902 provides an added 
benefit of eliminating the need for a power splitter, which 
itself may be larger than the size of 902. 

45 second quarter wave transformer and a third quarter wave 
transformer each having a respective first end and second end, 
wherein the second quarter wave transformer and the third 
quarter wave transformer are operative substantially 180 
degrees out of phase with respect to each other, wherein the 

50 respective first ends of the second and third quarter wave 
transformers are each connected to a respective one of the first 
differential outputs of the carrier amplifier, wherein the 
respective second ends of the second and third quarter wave 
transformers are connected together to generate the first 

55 single-ended output. 

FIG. 10 illustrates an example layout for a power splitter at 65 

2 GHz containing the basic structures necessary for one 
implementation of what is known as a Wilkinson power 

3. The power amplifier system of claim 2, wherein: 
the second plurality of third quarter wave transformers 

comprises a fourth quarter wave transformer, a fifth 
quarter wave transformer, a sixth quarter wave trans
former, and a seventh quarter wave transformer each 
having a respective first end and a second end, wherein 
the respective first ends of the fourth and fifth quarter 
wave transformers are each connected to a respective 
one of the second differential outputs of the at least one 
peaking amplifier, wherein the second end of the fourth 
quarter wave transformer is connected to the first end of 
the sixth quarter wave transformer, and the second end 
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of the fifth quarter wave transformer is connected to the 
first end of the seventh quarter wave transformer, 
wherein the second ends of the sixth and seventh quarter 
wave transformers are connected together to generate 
the second single-ended output. 

4. The power amplifier system of claim 3, wherein the first, 
third, fifth, sixth, and seventh quarter wave transformers are 
negative shift quarter wave transformers, and wherein the 
second and fourth quarter wave transformers are positive shift 
quarter wave transformers. 10 

5. The power amplifier system of claim 3, wherein either: 
(1) the fourth and fifth quarter wave transformers are opera
tive substantially 180 degrees out of phase with respect to 
each other, and the sixth and seventh quarter wave transform-

15 
ers are phase equivalent, or (2) the fourth and fifth quarter 
wave transformers are phase equivalent, and the sixth and 
seventh quarter wave transformers are operative substantially 
180 degrees out of phase with respect to each other. 

6. The power amplifier system of claim 1, wherein each 20 

quarter wave transformer of the first and second plurality of 
quarter wave transformers comprises lumped elements 
arranged in either a T configuration or a Pi configuration. 

7. The power amplifier system of claim 1, further compris
ing: 25 

an adaptive bias structure that provides an adaptive input 
bias for one or both of the carrier amplifier or the at least 
one peaking amplifier, wherein the adaptive input bias is 
configured to minimize quiescent current at low power 
levels while decreasing an equivalent input resistance 30 

for the respective carrier amplifier or the at least one 
peaking amplifier. 

8. The power amplifier system of claim 1, further compris-
ing: 

a first matching block provided between the carrier ampli- 35 

fier and the first differential combining structure, 
wherein the first matching block is configured to maxi
mize a back-off efficiency of the carrier amplifier; and 

14 
at least one peaking amplifier connected in parallel with the 

single carrier amplifier; 
a first differential combining structure, wherein the first 

differential combining structure includes a second quar
ter wave transformer and a third quarter wave trans
former that are each respectively connected at one end to 
respective first differential outputs of the carrier ampli
fier and at another end to each other to form a first 
single-ended output, wherein the second and third quar
ter wave transformers operate substantially 180 degrees 
out of phase with respect to each other; and 

a second differential combining structure, wherein the sec
ond differential combining structure includes a first path 
that includes two output quarter wave transformers con
nected in series, and a second path that includes two 
output quarter wave transformers connected in series, 
wherein a first one of the two quarter wave transformers 
in both the first and second paths operates substantially 
180 degrees out of phase with respect to each other, 
wherein a second one of the two output quarter wave 
transformers in both the first and second paths is phase
equivalent to the input quarter wave transformer, 
wherein a respective one of second differential outputs 
of the at least one peaking amplifier is provided as inputs 
to the respective first and second paths, wherein outputs 
from the first and second path are combined to generate 
the second single-ended signal, wherein the first and 
second single-ended signals are combinable in-phase to 
generate an overall output signal. 

12. The power amplifier system of claim 11, wherein the 
input quarter wave transformer is either a positive shift quar
ter wave transformer or negative shift quarter wave trans
former. 

13. The power amplifier system of claim 12, wherein the 
input quarter wave transformer is a first negative shift quarter 
wave transformer, wherein the two output quarter wave trans
formers of the first path include a first positive shift quarter 
wave transformer and a second negative shift quarter wave a second matching block provided between the at least one 

peaking amplifier and the second differential combining 
structure, wherein the second matching block is config
ured to minimize leakage current to overall output when 
the at least one peaking amplifier is dormant or contrib
uting minimal power to the overall output. 

40 transformer, wherein the two output quarter wave transform
ers of the second path include a third negative shift quarter 
wave transformer and a fourth negative shift quarter wave 
transformer. 

14. The power amplifier system of claim 12, wherein the 
9. The power amplifier system of claim 1, further compris

ing: 
a first balun positioned between the first quarter wave 

transformer and the carrier amplifier, wherein the first 
quarter wave transformer receives a single-ended input 
signal and provides a phase-shifted single-ended input 
signal to the first balun, wherein the first balun is con
figured to convert the phase-shifted single-ended signal 

45 input quarter wave transformer is a first positive shift quarter 
wave transformer, and wherein the two output quarter wave 
transformers of the first path include a second positive shift 
quarter wave transformer and a third positive shift quarter 
wave transformer, wherein the two output quarter wave trans-

50 formers of the second path comprise a first negative shift 
quarter wave transformer and a fourth positive shift quarter 
wave transformer. 

to first differential input signals for receipt by the carrier 
amplifier; and 

a second balun, wherein the second balun converts the 55 

single-ended input signal to second differential input 
signals for receipt by the at least one peaking amplifier. 

10. The power amplifier system of claim 9, wherein the first 
balun further includes first input side matching components, 
and wherein the second balun further includes second input 60 

side matching components, the first and second input side 
matching components for matching an impedance associated 
with the single-ended input signal. 

11. A power amplifier system, comprising: 
a single carrier amplifier, wherein the single carrier ampli- 65 

fier is connected to an input quarter wave transformer at 
the input of a carrier amplifier; 

15. The power amplifier system of claim 11, further com
prising: 

an adaptive bias structure that provides an adaptive input 
bias for one or both of the single carrier amplifier or the 
at least one peaking amplifier, wherein the adaptive 
input bias is configured to minimize quiescent current at 
low power levels while decreasing an equivalent input 
resistance for the respective carrier amplifier or the at 
least one peaking amplifier. 

16. The power amplifier system of claim 11, further com
prising: 

a first matching block provided between the single carrier 
amplifier and the first differential combining structure, 
wherein the first matching block is configured to maxi
mize a back-off efficiency of the carrier amplifier; and 
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a second matching block provided between the at least one 
peaking amplifier and the second differential combining 
structure, wherein the second matching block is config
ured to minimize leakage current to overall output when 
the at least one peaking amplifier is dormant or contrib
uting minimal power to the overall output. 

17. The power amplifier system of claim 11, further com
prising: 

a first balun positioned between the first quarter wave 
10 transformer and the single carrier amplifier, wherein the 

first quarter wave transformer receives a single-ended 
input signal and provides a phase-shifted single-ended 
input signal to the first balun, wherein the first balun is 
configured to convert the phase-shifted single-ended 15 
signal to first differential input signals for receipt by the 
carrier amplifier; and 

a second balun, wherein the second balun converts the 
single-ended input signal to second differential input 
signals for receipt by the at least one peaking amplifier. 20 

16 
differential outputs, wherein the first differential outputs 
are processed by a first plurality of first quarter wave 
transformers and a first mismatch compensation block to 
generate a first single-ended output signal; 

at least one peaking amplifier arranged in parallel with the 
carrier amplifier, wherein the at least one peaking ampli
fier is configured to receive a second input signal and 
generate second differential outputs, wherein the first 
input signal and the second input signal are derived at 
least in part from a same overall single-ended input 
signal, wherein the second differential outputs are pro-
cessed by a second plurality of second quarter wave 
transformers and a second mismatch compensation 
block to generate a second signal-ended output signal, 
wherein the first plurality of first quarter wave trans
formers is configured relative to the second plurality of 
second quarter wave transformers such that the first 
single-ended output signal and the second single-ended 
output signal are combinable in-phase to generate an 
overall single-ended output signal. 

20. The power amplifier system of claim 19, wherein the 
first mismatch compensation block and the second mismatch 
compensation block are configured to eliminate one or more 
notches present in a band of operation due to component 

18. The power amplifier system of claim 17, wherein the 
first balun further includes first input side matching compo
nents and wherein the second balun further includes second 
input' side matching components, the first and second input 
side matching components for matching an impedance asso
ciated with the single-ended input signal. 

19. A power amplifier system, comprising: 
a carrier amplifier, wherein the carrier amplifier is config

ured to receive a first input signal and generate first 

25 mismatches present in one or more transformers of the first 
plurality of first quarter wave transformers or the second 
plurality of second quarter wave transformers. 

* * * * * 


